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EDITOR’S PICK
SHORT ARTICLES ON VARIOUS HAPPENINGS AROUND THE LAKES

RETIRED LAKERS MANISTEE AND ST.
CLAIR TO BE SCRAPPED AT PORT
COLBORNE
SEPTEMBER 17, 2021
Marine Recycling Corp. of Port
Colborne, ON, has made agreements to
scrap both the Manistee and St. Clair. This
was
released
in
a
company
announcement on social media recently.
The company hopes to have both vessels
towed to Port Colborne yet this fall if
possible.
The Manistee was constructed in 1943
as the Adirondack by Great Lakes
Engineering Works of River Rouge, MI.
She was one of 16 vessels constructed in
1943 as part of the “Maritime Class”.
Adirondack was renamed Richard J. Reiss
prior to entering service for Reiss
Steamship Co. in 1943. The Reiss was
converted to a self-unloader in 1964 and
repowered in 1976. She was purchased by
her current owner, Grand River
Navigation, in 2005 and renamed
Manistee. She was laid up for the final
time on December 22, 2015 at Toledo,
OH, repairs deemed too costly to bring
her back into service.
St. Clair was built by Bay Shipbuilding
Corp. of Sturgeon Bay, WI, in 1976 for
American Steamship Co. She suffered
severe damage from a fire on February
16, 2019, while in winter layup at Toledo,
OH. The fire started within the
engineering spaces onboard, spreading to
the unloading system, engine room, and
accommodations. She was declared a
total loss. p

GOVERNMENT TAKES STEPS CLOSER
TO BUILDING AN ADDITIONAL GREAT
LAKES ICEBREAKER
SEPTEMBER 24, 2021
On September 23, 2021, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed the National
Defense Authorization Act, which
included the Great Lakes Winter Shipping
Act provisions. These provisions provide
the U.S. Coast Guard with funding to
expand icebreaking capabilities, including
$350 million for funding the 

(Above) St. Clair awaiting her fate in Toledo,
OH, after her fire, July 15, 2019. Photo by
Sam Hankinson
(Left) Manistee in lay-up at Toledo, OH, July
29, 2019. Photo by Isaac Pennock

construction of an additional heavy
Great Lakes icebreaker.
This Act has been the result of
several years of advocation from
stakeholders from across the GreatLakes Seaway system. In recent years,
delays in shipping traffic due to ice have
led to over $2 billion and 10,000 jobs in
losses over the last 5-year period. The
steel, construction, energy, and food
industries all rely on icebreaking to
make sure that raw materials are
delivered on time prior to the annual
shutdown of the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence Seaway system.
In addition to economic needs,
residents in the St. Clair River region rely
on the Coast Guard to break ice in the
river to prevent severe flooding from
winter ice jams.
An additional icebreaker would help
relieve pressure on these industries and
reduce losses due to delays. p

SS BADGER HEADING TO THE
SHIPYARD FOR INSPECTION AND
NEW PAINT
OCTOBER 21, 2021
The S.S. Badger headed to Sturgeon
Bay, WI, in early November for a date in
the shipyard. She was towed to
Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding’s yard in
Sturgeon Bay for drydocking. While in
drydock, she will undergo inspection of
her hull and mechanical systems.
Following inspection, she will be
sandblasted and given a new coat of paint
and an epoxy bottom coating to protect
her hull. The Badger will also have her
original styled lifeboats replaced with
modern rescue boats over the winter. It is
currently unknown what will become of
her old lifeboats. The Badger will be
prepared to return to service again next
May. p

SOURCES:
Bossick, David. "SS Badger to head to drydock next month for inspection, new paint job". Ludington Daily News, 21 October 2021.
https://www.shorelinemedia.net/ludington_daily_news/news/local/ss-badger-to-head-to-drydock-next-month-for-inspection-new-paintjob/article_85efd3b2-f302-51a1-a079-d49129ff603e.html
"House Passes National Defense Authorization Act with Critical Great Lakes Provisions". Lake Carriers Association, 24 September 2021.
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NEWS IN PHOTOS
THE LATEST NEWS CAPTURED IN PHOTOS
Mississagi towed up the St. Marys River by the tug Anglian Lady on a gloomy day, October 10, 2021. Photo by Roger LeLievre

FAREWELL MISSISSAGI
Mississagi departed Sarnia, ON, under tow on
October 8, 2021, on the final voyage of her 78year career on the Great Lakes. Originally built in
1943 as the George A. Sloan, she was one of 16
Maritime class ships constructed for the war
effort. She was converted to a self-unloader in
1966, and sold to Lower Lakes Towing in 2001,
receiving her present name. Mississagi operated
an additional 20 years for Lower Lakes before
being retired this season. She was towed to Sault
Ste. Marie, ON, for scrapping, where she will be
cut up by Purvis Marine. p
Scrap tow passing under the International Bridge at the Soo Locks. Photo by Roger LeLievre

SNAME FALL MEETING 2021
Members and guests of the Society of Naval Architects &
Marine Engineers Great Lakes & Great Rivers Section met
in Sturgeon Bay, WI, in late September 2021. Attendees
were able to watch several presentations pertaining to
the industry, featuring presenters from Algoma Central
Corp., Canada Steamship Lines, Interlake Steamship
Company, and VanEnkevort Tug & Barge. Following
presentations, attendees were treated to a tour of the
Mark W. Barker, under construction at Fincantieri Bay
Shipbuilding. p

Presentations at the SNAME Fall Meeting.

SNAME Fall Meeting attendees pose in front of the stern of the Mark W. Barker following a tour, September
29, 2021. Shipwatcher News Editor Brendan Falkowski is below the “K” in Barker. Photo by Eric Helder

WHEN STEEL MEETS WATER: LAUNCHING THE MARK W. BARKER
A LOOK AT RECENT PROGRESS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MARK W. BARKER AND HER LAUNCH ON OCTOBER 28, 2021
OCTOBER 28, 2021
Mark W. Barker in the filling graving dock at Bay Shipbuilding, October 28, 2021. Photo courtesy of Interlake Steamship Co.

Interlake Steamship Company’s newest vessel, the Mark W.
Barker, was launched on October 28, 2021 at Fincantieri Bay
Shipbuilding in Sturgeon Bay, WI. A formal ceremony was held to
celebrate the milestone in the ship’s construction.
“We are dedicating this historic launch of our new ship to the
men and women who have been building these Great Lakes
vessels on our freshwater shores for more than 100 years,” stated
James R. Barker, Chairman of Interlake Steamship Co., during the
ceremony. “We honor all of the skilled professionals who have
worked countless hours, day in and day out, year after year,
behind the scenes constructing these tremendous bulk carriers.
Their workmanship and talent are welded into every seam of these
vessels that go to sail long productive lives on the Lakes, safely
carrying mariners and the raw materials that are the building
blocks of America”.
Helen Sharp, wife of Ian Sharp, Director of Fleet Projects at
Interlake, was the honorary sponsor of the Mark W. Barker’s
launch.
“Motor Vessel Mark W. Barker, your family name is strong, you
are built strong by hard-working men and women and you will
work strong. May God bless you and all who sail with you” stated
Mrs. Sharp before smashing the traditional bottle of champagne
against the bow of the vessel. Tugs around the shipyard blew
salutes following the smashing of the champagne bottle, and the
valves to the graving dock were opened.
Following the 6-hours it takes to fill the graving dock, the Mark
W. Barker was towed out and moored in a berth further east in the
shipyard where interior work will be completed. p

Helen Sharp breaks the bottle of champagne across the bow of the Barker.

Mark W. Barker while the graving dock is flooded for launch. Photo courtesy of Interlake Steamship Co.

The Barker being floated out of the drydock.
Photos courtesy of Interlake Steamship Co.
Special thanks to Chrissy Kadleck and the Interlake team for helping to make this
article possible.

BUILDING THE MARK W. BARKER: CONCEPT & DESIGN
The construction of the Mark W. Barker marks a true industry
success story here on the Great Lakes. Construction of the vessel
was prompted by customer demand. This project is very special
in the fact that it is the first new construction for Interlake since
1981 when the 1013’06’’ Paul R. Tregurtha was launched. The
Barker is also the first ship built on the Great Lakes for Great
Lakes service in more than 35 years. She is built with Great Lakes
steel that was made along the shores of Lake Michigan from ore
mined in Minnesota. The iron ore was transported to the steel
mills by Interlake ships and other U.S. vessels. Once complete,
she will join in that full circle, delivering raw materials that are
the building blocks of America and beyond.
Initial design of the Mark W. Barker was done in-house at
Interlake. Following the award of the contract to Fincantieri Bay
Shipbuilding, design worked in conjunction with Bay Engineering
and Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding, both of Sturgeon Bay, WI.
Looking at the design, the main priority was to build a ship
that could maximize cargo capacity in the size of a River Class
vessel. The length of 639’ was chosen as the maximum to be 

Tugs moving the Barker out of drydock. Photo courtesy of
Interlake Steamship Co.

able to navigate in the tightest of ports on the Lakes.
New design concepts were incorporated into the vessel to
make it more versatile and improve performance. MacGregor
ocean hatches were selected over traditional Lakes-style
hatches, allowing for improved loading speed and the option to
carry project cargo, such as wind turbines or containers. The
Barker also features a large box-shaped cargo hold without
traditional slopes to maximize cargo capacity. With this cargo
hold design, the Mark W. Barker will rival the carrying capacity of
much longer ships. Adding to her versatility is a forwardmounted unloading boom, which will allow the Barker to unload
in hard-to-reach locations.
As of this moment, the hull of the vessel is 100% complete,
with the remaining interior work being centered around
outfitting the ship’s accommodations, mechanical spaces, and
engineering systems. Mark W. Barker is expected to enter
service in Spring of 2022, serving the Great Lakes manufacturing,
construction, and transportation industries. To learn more about
the construction process of building the Mark W. Barker, check
out the next edition of Freighters, to be released in January 2022.
p

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE & MARINE ENGINEERING

IN THE DESIGN: MAJOR CONVERSIONS & REBUILDS PART I

MODIFYING AND REBUILDING SHIPS FOR OTHER SERVICE
Joseph H. Thompson Jr., new Dirk S. VanEnkevort, pushing barge Michigan Trader,
August 31, 2021. Photo by Sam Hankinson

Joseph H. Thompson Jr. hull constructed
around stern of the barge Joseph H.
Thompson. Photo by Tom Manse, Roger
LeLievre Collection.

Self-Unloader conversion onboard
Reserve, 1982. Photo by Roger LeLievre

INTRODUCTION
One of the main benefits of sailing on freshwater is an
unusually long lifespan for a ship. The lifespan of a Great Lakes
freighter can be anywhere from 30 years to over 100, with many
vessels still actively sailing at the age of 70. The long lifespan of
Great Lakes ships economically warrants major rebuilds and
conversions of vessels to suit ever-changing demands. This
article will look at several common internal and external rebuilds
and conversions done on Great Lakes ships, such as conversions
to self-unloader or cement carrier, conversion to articulated tugbarge (ATB), repowerings and reenginings, outfitting vessels with
Ballast Water Management Systems (BWMS).
The first step in any rebuild or conversion process is to ask
the question of whether or not the work is economical. Will the
project pay for itself in the long run? Other questions could ask
how the Coast Guard would approach it. Would the project be
labeled as a major conversion? If so, then any portion of the
vessel grandfathered into regulations would have to be brought
up to date. These considerations can play a big part in whether
or not a project is carried out.
CONVERSION TO BULK SELF-UNLOADER
When converting a bulk carrier into a bulk self-unloader,
items such as the product to be carried, trade route, and
customer needs can help determine whether or not it makes
economic sense to convert the vessel to a self-unloader. If the
vessel is sailing on short runs carrying cargoes such as stone, ore,
salt, and unloads in docks without shoreside equipment, then a
self-unloader would be much more economical than utilizing a
gearless bulk carrier. Cargo types play a large part in how the
unloading system is designed. Low-density cargoes will be more
efficiently carried on ships with large cubic capacities, and vice
versa for high-density cargoes. Bucket elevator systems are used
for carrying cement, sand, and other fine materials, while loop
belts are preferable for medium or larger sized cargoes.
Once it is decided what is needed of the vessel, engineers
begin to design the plans for the project. During the 

the

preliminary design stage, old plans for the vessel are taken and
the project is penciled in. When preparing detail designs,
engineers use 3-D scanning technology to scan the vessel and
build a 3-D model for designing the project. Special consideration
must be taken into account during the design phase, as the
addition of self-unloading equipment onboard will add weight
onboard and therefore change the vessel’s center of gravity and
affect stresses on the ship’s hull.
After designs are prepared, the work begins. For most selfunloader conversions, the main unloading belt tunnel will be cut
down into the tank top at the bottom of the cargo hold, and
sloped hold pieces will be lowered in and welded over the tank
top to feed cargo to the conveyor. The cargo elevator system is
built into the forward or aft end of the vessel depending on the
desires of the vessel owner. Infrastructure for the unloading
boom pivot system and actuator are built where the new boom
will be mounted. Generator capacity must also be expanded as
self-unloading systems require large amounts of electricity for
operation. Following successful installation of the system, the
unloading equipment can be tested and placed in service.
CONVERSION TO CEMENT CARRIER
Converting a vessel into a cement carrier is a very similar
process to converting a vessel into a bulk self-unloader, with a
few characteristics that make this project unique. In particular,
cement cargoes must be kept dry at all times, presenting a
challenge for designing a ship to carry this cargo.
Construction begins following the design phase. A single belt
running below the cargo hold is installed, and slopes and
hogbacks to direct cargo flow are installed. In addition to slopes
and hogbacks, cement carriers will often have a centerline
bulkhead to prevent cargo shifts due to the nature of their
cement cargo. Exposed infrastructure in the hold is kept to a
minimum, and components that are exposed will have shedder
plates to keep cargo from building up on infrastructure. Space is
kept forward onboard to allow for the bucket elevator and keep
the incline slope as low as possible to prevent spillage. 

PROJECT PROGRESSION - REBUILDING CLEVELAND ROCKS INTO THE COMMANDER
Photos by Andrew MacDonald

1. The old bow is cut off, and the new cargo hold is built. 2.Construction on the new bow and lengthening progresses. 3.The hull reaches the new spar deck level.
4.The new bow takes its final shape.
5.Unloading tower and lookout house added to bow.
6.Hull is painted, nearing completion of rebuild.

 Cement carriers will also have dedicated spaces for associated
systems for cargo management, such as the dust collection
system and compressors for pressurizing the cargo hold. These
systems help keep the powdered cement cargo under control in
the hold.
ATB CONVERSION
As in the case of most vessel rebuilds and conversions,
converting a powered vessel into an Articulated Tug-Barge (ATB)
unit is almost purely economic. Is it more feasible to operate the
ship as a powered vessel or as an ATB? ATBs have a greater cargo
capacity since they don’t have added weight from machinery or
accommodations onboard. ATBs also require less crew than a
powered vessel, as the barge is unmanned and the ship is only
required to carry crew for the pushing tug.
To carry out an ATB conversion, a notched stern structure will
usually be designed to be constructed on the stern following the
removal of the old engine and propulsion equipment. FEA
analysis will be conducted on the notch structure design to make
sure stress on the hull will be within desirable limits. The vessel
owner can choose an ATB coupler system to use onboard.
To begin the conversion to a standard Lakes ATB, the old
propulsion equipment and stern structure are removed. A new
notch structure is constructed and installed with the coupler
system. The hull will be reinforced surrounding the notch to hold
up to the forces of the tug pushing.
A tugboat must be either purchased or constructed to push
the barge. Often a tug is usually selected or designed prior to
designing the notch to make sure the two are compliant. Notch
length will reflect the location of the coupler system onboard the
tugboat. Modifying already-existing tugboats has proven to be
the most popular method of pairing a tug and barge.

 When selecting a tug, items such as coupler style, electrical
system compliance, and horsepower all come into play. Tugs will
often have to be modified to have an upper pilothouse or have
their upper pilothouse elevated in order to see over the barge.
In modern years, several vessels have undergone major
conversions that have kept them in operating service today.
Many classic lake vessels were converted to self-unloaders
during the 1980’s. Several ships were converted into ATBs in the
late 1990’s and 2000’s. In the late 1980’s, the classic steamer
Joseph H. Thompson was converted into a self-unloading ATB.
Her tug, the Joseph H. Thompson Jr., was constructed in a very
unique method. The tug was built around the ship’s existing
propeller and rudder, and cut out from the stern of the barge to
make the notch. The hull was completed and operated pushing
the barge. Recently, in 2020, the “Joe Jr.” was further modified
with expanded crew accommodations, an elevated pilothouse,
and a new dual-rudder system installed. She emerged from the
shipyard as the Dirk S. VanEnkevort, now pushing the barge
Michigan Trader. Another notable example could include the
cement barge Commander, whose story is detailed in the
featured vessel column.
In the end, conversions and rebuilds all come down to the
economics. When the need arises, operators and engineers take
a step back and look at the project and determine how to
overcome the challenge as efficiently and effectively as possible.
Check out the next edition of Freighters to read about more of
these projects.p
Special thanks to the naval architects who provided their time and resources to
help me write this article. Thank you to Travis Martin, Fred Koller, and Nicholas
Posh from Bay Engineering, Nick Hunter from NETSCo., Andrew MacDonald from
Port City Marine Services, and Dave Groh from VanEnkevort Tug & Barge –
Brendan Falkowski
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COMMANDER / CAROLINE MCKEE
Commander / Caroline McKee arrives at Grand Haven, MI. Photo by Sam Hankinson

COMMANDER
There are very few vessels on the Great Lakes with as unique
of a history as the cement barge Commander. She began her
days as the B-Hull barge M-211, constructed by Todd Shipyards
Corp. of Houston, TX as their Hull #180. The B-Hull barge design
was common during WWII, and was often used by the military
for moving large pieces of equipment or construction materials.
M-211 was 300’ long, 60’ wide, with an 18’06’’ draft, and was
built for Brown & Root Inc. of Baton Rouge, LA, being completed
in July 1957.
In 1959, M-211 was sent to the Avondale Marine Ways
shipyard in Avondale, LA, for conversion into a pipe-laying barge.
The barge was widened by 11’ by adding new hull to her
starboard side, with a sloped section on the aft end for laying
pipe. This gave M-211 an asymmetrical centerline. Large king
posts were installed for a crane for lifting sections of pipe.
Following reconstruction, the barge was utilized in pipe-laying
operations off of the Venezuela and Gulf Coasts.
M-211 changed hands in 1981, being sold to Canonie
Transportation of Muskegon, MI, and renamed Virginia. Under
Canonie operations, Virginia was used for dredging and pipelaying work off of the coast of eastern Florida. She was sold again
in 1988 to the Port of Port Royal, SC. Port of Port Royal renamed
Virginia to C-11, and used her as a container storage barge in the
harbor.
Her time with Port of Port Royal was short, as in 1992 the C11 was purchased by Kellstone Inc. of Sandusky, OH, and brought
to the Great Lakes. Kellstone contracted the Toledo Shipyard 

in Toledo, OH, to convert the C-11 into a lake selfunloader, placing the barge in drydock for her second major
transformation. Her angled barge bow was modified for sailing
on Lake Erie, a bow thruster was installed, and a 50’ long halfnotch was added for a tug on the stern, bringing her overall
length to 350’. The hull was deepened to 27’ for increased cargo
capacity. Inside the vessel, the cargo hold was divided into 18
compartments. Two pneumatically controlled belts ran beneath
the cargo hold, taking cargo to an incline transfer belt in the
stern of the barge. This incline belt dumped cargo onto yet
another incline belt which brought cargo to the deck level and to
the 166’06’’ unloading boom. Her new dimensions were 350’
long, 71’06’’ wide, 27’ deep, with a capacity of 10,200 tons. The
barge was renamed Kellstone I, and paired with the tug Frank
Palladino Jr., entering service in 1993. The pair primarily
operated in the Lake Erie stone trade, loading at a quarry on
Kelleys Island, OH, for delivery to docks around Cleveland.
Unfortunately, tragedy struck in October 1994, when
Kellstone I ran over a small fishing boat near Kelleys Island, killing
two teenage boys. In 1999, Kellstone I was paired with the newly
constructed tugboat James Palladino. The tug-barge pair were
sold to Laken Shipping of Cleveland in 2004. The barge was
renamed Cleveland Rocks, and the tug renamed Cleveland. The
duo remained on their normal Kelleys Island to Cleveland trade
route. In September 2007, the barge once again ran over another
small boat near Kelleys Island, killing three men in the incident.
The Cleveland Rocks / Cleveland were laid up in Toledo in late
2009 and listed for sale. 

(Main) Commander / Bradshaw McKee arrive at
South Chicago, IL. Photo by Isaac Pennock
(Below, Right) Caroline McKee pushing barge
Commander. Photo by Sam Hankinson

Cleveland Rocks laid up at Toledo, 2011.
Photo by Roger LeLievre

Cleveland Rocks was purchased by Michigan-Ohio Barge
LLC of Muskegon, MI, a subsidiary of Sand Products Corp., in
2011. The barge was taken to Donjon Shipbuilding & Repair in
Erie, PA, for modifications prior to returning to service in early
2012. Her tug notch was lengthened by 40’ in order to
accommodate the Bludworth ATB coupler on the tug. She was
paired with the tug Bradshaw McKee, and the pair entered
service in May 2012, only to return to long-term layup at the
Mart Dock in Muskegon on December 1, 2012.
On April 17, 2017, Cleveland Rocks was towed out of
Muskegon by the tug Bradshaw McKee, bound for Fincantieri Bay
Shipbuilding in Sturgeon Bay, WI. Plans were made to convert
the old barge into a self-unloading cement carrier. Thus, began
the 21-month-long project to completely rebuild the vessel. Once
in drydock, the old barge bow was cut off, and the cargo hold
completely gutted, leaving the barge as just side tanks with a
tank bottom and notch for a tug. A new, longer, bow was
constructed, and the cargo hold rebuilt for carriage of cement. A
single conveyor belt system was installed beneath the cargo
hold, with slopes and hogbacks to feed the cement to the belt.
The unloading system led to a forward bucket elevator with an
airslide boom. A trunk deck was constructed over the barge’s
hold spar deck. The “new” barge emerged with a completely new
appearance, at 495’ long with a capacity of 13,453 tons. She was
renamed Commander, and delivered to Port City Marine
Services, another subsidiary of Sand Products Corp., on January
23, 2019. Commander was paired with Bradshaw McKee
following her rebuilding. The tug was switched with the tug
Caroline McKee at the beginning of the 2021 season.
CAROLINE MCKEE
Caroline McKee began her days in 1972 as the David P.
Guidry, constructed by Main Iron Works of Houma, LA, as their
Hull #273. She was 122’02’’ long, 34’06’’ wide, and 12’07’’ 

deep, powered by a pair of Alco 16-251E diesel engines.
In 1981, she was sold and renamed Thunder. She was sold
again in 1990 to Gulfcoast Transit, being modified with a
Bludworth ATB coupler and elevated pilothouse and renamed
Sharon DeHart. Under Gulfcoast, she pushed the barge Doris
Guenther, delivering coal to Tampa area power plants. In 2013,
she was sold to U.S. United Ocean Services and renamed Coastal
303. She was laid up in 2013. Coastal 303 was sold again in 2018
and renamed Southern Dawn, but never operated under this
name. In 2019, Port City Marine Services of Muskegon acquired
the vessel, having her refit at Bollinger Algiers Shipyard in New
Orleans. She was renamed Caroline McKee, and arrived on the
Great Lakes in July 2020. Caroline McKee entered service with
the Commander at the beginning of the 2021 season, delivering
cement products to terminals across Lake Michigan.p
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